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Sixty sophisticated possibilities



Dit

True to its name, Dit, which means 
”your” in Danish, this customizable 
collection entices users to create 
their very own unique table. With 
six different base colors comprising 
Sand, Grey, Brown, Bright Blue, 
Bright Red, and Light Green, and a 
selection of  ten stone tabletop options 
ranging from various refined marbles 
to calming travertine and captivating 
onyx stones, the Dit Table collection 
offers an impressive array of  in total 
60 possible combinations. The versatile 
and customizable design integrates 
seamlessly into different environments, 
allowing users to create a personalized 
table that mirrors their unique style and 
enhances their space exactly to their 
individual taste.

Customizable and 
compact



Collection Overview

Dit Table
H: 40 x W: 2 x Ø: 40 cm

Dit



Description 
Dit Table is an expressive design with a simple 
construction. A stone tabletop rests on three chubby, 
powder coated steel legs. Dit Table can be customized 
to any taste or space, as implied by its name, Dit, the 
Danish word for ”your”. Choose between six different 
base colors and ten different stone tabletops, a total 
of 60 possible combinations, to create your very own 
table.

Design
Normann Copenhagen / 2023

Material
Stone and steel

Construction
The Dit Table comprises three robust legs in powder-
coated steel and a tabletop in stone. The legs can be 
obtained in six distinct colors, while the tabletop is 
obtainable in ten different types of stone, yielding a 
total of 60 combinations. The table is delivered in two 
boxes, one for the frame and one for the marble top 
plate.

Maintenance
Clean with a damp cloth. Use a PH-neutral cleaning 
product. Please be aware that sharp objects can leave 
marks.

Product Facts

Dit



Base

Top

Material Options

Dit

Sand Grey Brown Bright Blue Bright Red Light Green

White Carrara Travertine Light Travertine Silver Portoro Gold Nero Marquina Rosso Levanto Emerald Onyx Verde Marina Honey Onyx Blue Diamond



Contact
Normann Copenhagen

Niels Hemmingsens Gade 12, 1153 Copenhagen, Denmark
normann@normann-copenhagen.com

+45 35 55 44 59


